Automated segmentation of the left ventricle in cardiac MRI.
We present a fully automated deformable model technique for myocardium segmentation in 3D MRI. Loss of signal due to blood flow, partial volume effects and significant variation of surface grey value appearance make this a difficult problem. We integrate various sources of prior knowledge learned from annotated image data into a deformable model. Inter-individual shape variation is represented by a statistical point distribution model, and the spatial relationship of the epi- and endocardium is modeled by adapting two coupled triangular surface meshes. To robustly accommodate variation of grey value appearance around the myocardiac surface, a prior parametric spatially varying feature model is established by classification of grey value surface profiles. Quantitative validation of 121 3D MRI datasets in end-diastolic (end-systolic) phase demonstrates accuracy and robustness, with 2.45 mm (2.84 mm) mean deviation from manual segmentation.